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Aim: This study aims to identify elements which can affect social enterprise business 

expansion. Based on study, suggestions for social enterprises to achieve long term 

development are exhibited. 

 

Method: This research is a qualitative research based on case study. Relay on 

previous knowledge about social enterprises, I formulate questions which serve my 

study’s aim. There are three companies be selected in my case company list. Those 

three companies are divided in two categories: one type is social enterprise consultant 

company whose mission is to aid regional social enterprise to make health business 

operation; another type is social enterprise. There are four interview used in the 

research to ensure that the research result contains different perspectives and opinions.  

 

Result & Conclusions: This study depicts an overall view about social enterprise 

business expansion. Certain suggestions have been listed relay on the combination of 

previous literature result with case studies. In the study, various elements have been 

determined which have significant impacts on social enterprise business expansion 

operation. They are divided in two segments, internal and external. Internal aspects 

include human resource and social entrepreneur. External factors include third Part 

Company, non-profit charity groups and authority. Social enterprise who wants 

business expansion needs to integrate different resources from various social 

institutions. Meanwhile to enhance internal product capability as well as competitive 

advantage social enterprise needs to more emphasize on social entrepreneurs’ 

characteristics.  

 

Suggestion for further research: Further study should emphasize on various sizes of 

social enterprises in multi-stakeholders co-operation model. This study mainly 

focuses on SMEs type of SE, but with the time passing by, due to SE can offer 
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solutions to social crisis and economic crisis, SE will be popular, and this idea will 

spread quickly. Therefore, more and more large size SE will emerge which needs 

guide and help with business maintaining and expansion plans.  

 

Contribution of the thesis: This study contributes to three aspects. First, this study 

analyses the present situation of social enterprise, exhibit internal and external factors 

which affect social enterprise to make business expansion. It offers social enterprise a 

path to implement business expansion, and help social enterprise to identify its 

potential capabilities which could help them achieve long term development. 

Secondly, during this work, author explains the ideology of social enterprise, what are 

its contributions to society as well as the reason why it exists. Since the results offer 

an explicitly structured conclusion, they are valuable information to society as well as 

local municipality to re-considerate the important role social enterprise can play. Last 

not the least, this research presents a new model of key elements for social enterprise 

business expansion. It is critical and crucial for further research in academic study.  

 

Key words: Social enterprise, market strategy, third-part Company, capital 

investment, resource integration, social entrepreneur, business expansion. 
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1. Introduction 

In this part, I introduce to readers the background information about social 

enterprises (SE). From the inception of initial form of social enterprise to nowadays 

problems facing SE, I make a comprehensive description, which also includes this 

study’s aim and research question. Besides introduction of social enterprise, I also 

give readers an insight about the structure of this entire work, as well as limitation. 

That could help reader to have an overall view about this study. 

1.1 Background 

Social crisis have attracted more and more attention in recent decades, and many 

bachelors believe social crisis is not just a simply phenomenon of financial crisis. 

(Campello et al, 2010). There are many studies and researches which dedicated in 

exploring the causes which lead to the gradually accumulated attention. Accordingly, 

there are suggestions and solutions published which aiming to solve social crisis, 

maintain social stability and achieve long term development. Among those various 

solutions, social enterprise’s emergence could be one of most innovative instrument 

which helps society gain diversity and stability, incentive social prosperity (Defourny 

and Nyssens, 2008). Social enterprise (SE) is a form of company which uses social 

service as its main business range with nonprofit orientation (Ridley-Duff, 2011). The 

inception of SE can be trace back to mid of 20
th

 century, but since it is shaped by 

culture, regional regulation, authority perception and business range limitation, 

therefore, its form and definition varies from place to place, from time to time (Costa, 

2012). For instance, Kerlin (2006) made a comparison about the concept of SE in 

Europe and US. In Europe, SE emphasizes on stakeholders participation while else in 

US, on the other hand, attention is focused on profit generation. By now, there is still 

not a concrete definition which is shared all cross the world which could explicitly 

explain the notion of SE. Despite there is not a general definition about SE, it does not 

affect the role SE plays which contribute to community. As Bouchard (2011) indicates, 
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SE is an instrument for human being to solve both social crisis and economic crisis. 

That means social enterprises not just create jobs, offer social service, and distribute 

benefit with stakeholders to achieve its primary philanthropy objectives, it also 

stimulates and fuels local economy by its unique commercial actions. Hence 

government and society need to use various means to spur SE’s growth. 

Simultaneously, Dart (2004) believe SE’s future is relevant to independent business 

operation instead of compensation and subsidy from authority. How to survive and 

achieve business expansion in nowadays dynamic markets is a challenge for SE 

present situation. 

 

1.2 Purpose of the research and research questions 

The aim of this research is to interpret social company characteristics and exploring 

capabilities behind this form which could be used as potential to solve social 

problems which prevailing decades, such as employment, charity, social welfare etc. 

Borzaga (2002) indicates that social enterprise is not a mature concept which still on 

its way to develop and complete. Chell (2006) stated social enterprise as a type of 

company which aims to generate benefit from commercial market and create value to 

community, it is inevitable to face business survive risk and expansion bottleneck. 

Hence this study aims to investigate the present situation of social enterprises and 

relaying on present situation explore critical elements which can stimulate SE to make 

business expansion. Accordingly, the following research questions are examined:   

 

 What are the key elements for SE implementing business expansion? 

 What kind of strategy and tactic should be used to survive? 
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1.3 Disposition of study 

The main body of this research contains six parts. Introduction gives readers a general 

view about social enterprise and this study’s research question, after going through the 

first part, reader should have a comprehensive view about the structure and content 

flow of the work. The theoretical framework summarizes pervious research results 

and gives the readers knowledge of SE. This part gathered different opinions about 

social enterprise, and point out crucial elements and aspects which have great impact 

on social enterprise business expansion. Methodology describes how this study is 

carried out and the validity of data collection. In this investigation, the main research 

strategy is case study and I define this study as qualitative research. Chapter four 

portrays results of cases study. Analysis combines the theoretical study and the case 

study’s results to answer the research questions and explicitly explain the answers. 

The last chapter generates a conclusion of the study, and gives readers comprehensive 

answers to the research questions. 

 

Here in figure 1 show this work’s structure:     
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Figure 1, Structure of the study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       

Source: own construction  

 

This chart is divided in three columns. The main reason author doing so is to give the 

reader a comprehensive idea about the whole structure. Besides, content and features 

as author’s opinion isn’t capable enough to give reader a clear view about the thesis’s 

entire flow. Therefore, purpose and objective is entailed to accomplish this figure’s 

initial aim, explicitly interpreting this study to reader.  
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study results 
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2. Theoretical framework 

This part is based on literature reviews. In this part, I give the reader a view about the 

knowledge on social enterprise. Since this part presents recently research results, 

therefore, the information and knowledge is nutrition for readers who have basic 

knowledge about social enterprise or even are not aware of it. The main model 

published by Ridley-Duff (2008) concludes social enterprise’s various types. The 

reader can enhance his or her knowledge about social enterprise and insight on my 

case study’s direction.  

 

2.1 Definition of Social enterprise 

An organization which aims at maximizing improving in human benefit and 

environmental well-being instead of purchasing profits, that form of organization 

could be defined as SE, states Ridley-Buff (2011), SEs can be formulated in the form 

of a co-operative, mutual organization, a social business, or a trading charity. 

Meanwhile EMES, “a research network of established university research centers and 

individual researchers whose goal is to gradually build up a European corpus of 

theoretical and empirical knowledge, pluralistic in disciplines and methodology, 

around Third Sector issues”, defines SEs as "organizations which dedicate to benefit 

the community, profit distribution is stakeholder orientated instead of investor 

primary and this form of organization is independent unit which bear business risk 

and operate commercial activities ." That imply SEs as organizations which producing 

goods and offering services to society are independent units which are responsible for 

economic risk and distribute profit to stakeholders. Chaves (2012) indicates three 

factors which can be used to define whether a company is a social company or not, it 

includes: 
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 The purpose of the co-operation is to provide service to society or its members. 

This character implies two categories of SE. first one is using enterprise’s 

capability to contribute to society. Second one is benefit participators by 

company’s commercial operation. Here we can see, no matter external service 

orientated or internal welfare orientated, social enterprises put responsibility and 

obligation as its primary objective. 

 

 Decision making should balance the voice of both stakeholders and shareholders. 

Shareholder are capital investors, who concern about return on investment, on the 

contrast, stakeholders imply participators, such as employee, manager, volunteer, 

third part non-profit organization, etc. This factor reveals a critical trait of social 

enterprise that is high level of democracy and transparency.    

 

 The last one but also crucial one, profit distribution is emphasize of on social 

obligation. That means the profit company gains will reinvest to society or 

distribute to company’s members. Contrast with capital investor, participator has 

the priority to get money distribution. And this maintained balance is not allowed 

inclining to company capital investor’s “pocket”. 

 

Vidal (2005) indicates that since mid of 20
th
 century, Europe start to have countries 

implementing and stimulating rudiment form of SE to solve municipality’s burden, 

enhance social stability and create work possibility for handicapped. Costa, et al. 

(2012) indicate that SE can be roughly divided into two categories.  

 

 One is caring activities. It contains social, health care and educational services, 

culture service, nurseries, and initiative aimed at environmental protection. This 

form of SE’s objective focuses on social affairs, and it can be profit orientation 

type or non-profit orientation type.   
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 The second one is training activities. It is a form of SE which dedicates helping 

disadvantaged people to participate in social activities and employment 

opportunities. Here, the disadvantaged people imply physical disability or 

unusual context of career, such as drug addictive, criminal etc.  

 

Those two categories are corresponding with Chaves (2012)’s statement. They both 

define social enterprise’s model emphasizing on two aspects. Internally benefit 

participators who need special needs and expectations and externally contribute to 

society, using social welfare as main business area. 

 

Caring activities category is a sort of SE which use its outcome to serve its initial 

mission. No matter what kind of product or service SE generate, the ultimately 

mission will fixed as contributing to social need and fulfilling social responsibility 

(Evans et al. 2000). For the training activities, Vuotto (2011) states that the main 

challenge facing to SE is the ability of workers to articulate social objective via 

commercial actions, and combine business logic with prevailing environment 

solidarity. No matter what kind of activity company chose, the ultimate goal will 

never altered.  

 

Due to various definitions about social enterprise from region to region, Ridley-Duff 

(2008) made a comparison from different perspectives of SE in several regions (UK, 

US and EU) and published a chart (figure 2) which can simplify the definition of SE. 

This chart re-exam the traits of SE in various regions and different cultures, thereafter 

points out that SE should be diverse territories’ overlap instead of single direction 

orientated model. Who are the main stakeholders and how to fulfill various 

stakeholder’s need and expectations could be the primary question SE ask itself. Shaw 

and Carter (2007) indicated that, sometimes, SE wants to accomplish all commitments 

to various stakeholders and accommodate all requirements from different territories, 

but finally fall apart. The main reason is SEs do not identify them clearly which lead 

to leak of attention to primary missions and goals. Bull (2007) points out that during 
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business operation, since social enterprise involved in commercial field, customer and 

other external opinions will question about social enterprises’ inner essence. Confused 

by social enterprise’s ambiguous business model and doubting about social 

enterprise’s primary objective, such phenomenon not only causes negative impacts to 

social enterprise in community but also causes labefaction of faith to social 

enterprise’s participators. Hence how to make a properly position in society and 

market is vital important primary step for social enterprise to made. For social 

enterprises, they need make option before implement a business.  Alternatives will 

rise in company’s type. Being a profit seeking type or non-profit seeking type and 

what market area they can invest in, directly to social affair like health care, or 

directly to business affair like housekeeping.  

 

Figure 2, Categories of Social Enterprise 

 

 

                                        Source: Ridley-Duff (2008), page 308. 
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In this model we can see, SE can be divided in three territories: business, government 

and association. Different combinations have their different goals and orientations, 

and we can see there are three small circles on out layer, and their contents are 

family/community orientated, social rational behavior. Those two aspects generalize 

the main reason why business, government and association willing to participate to 

social works, either intend to benefit family/community or contribute and fulfill social 

obligations and expectations. Here are those four models explanations: 

 

A. Non profit model is a cooperation framework between authority and social 

responsibility orientated organization. This is quite an ideology style model. In 

this model, SE gets sponsors as well as compensation from authority like local 

government, municipality, state owned charity groups and procedure its mission. 

The profit they gain will directly reinvest in economic activity. By doing so, 

company can fulfills at least one of two objectives. First, during economic activity, 

create job opportunity to society, especially for disable persons. Second the result 

of commercial activity can directly benefit community. We can make an example 

to clarify this model. For instance, some volunteered organization supported and 

financed by government to conduct program such as culture spreading, education, 

environment protection, etc. This type of organization purely pursues social 

benefit and creates value to society. Most of time the participators do not obtain 

much physical returns. And all donation and profit will reinvest in business 

process. 

 

B. Cooperate social responsibility model is a description of general private company 

use monetary or other product& technology capability to assist authority 

achieving philanthropy goals and fulfill social responsibility. Typically, this sort of 

organization is not pure SE, because beside this model type of co-operation, 

company still work on general mark with profit persuading objective. Some of the 

times, this type of co-operation could be a mechanism which company utilizes to 
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establish market reputation and market awareness. But anyway, in this type, roles 

players all get their intentions. Its triple win situation for government, company 

and society.  

 

C. More than profit model is widely adopted in US. This sort of SE is an independent 

unit which bears market risk itself without assistance from government and other 

institutions. This model adapts US unique high speed environment. People are 

busy about their own affair which leak of attention to holistic community benefit. 

Therefore, people who want to take social responsibility as their primary 

orientation to do business have to stand on their own. This model has profound 

impacts to present social situation. More than profit model allow SE as an 

independent organization to compete in market field. It boosts economic, 

increases market diversity, creates job opportunity and lows municipality’s 

burdens. 

 

D. Multi-stakeholders co-operative model is based on more than profit model, but SE 

in this field get compensation and sponsor from government and institutions 

which enhance and improve its ability to survive in dynamic and high competition 

market. Based on Stryjan and Wijkström’s (2002) statement, Sweden is a country 

with multi-stakeholders co-operative model type of social enterprise with main 

business field focus on culture &recreation, education and social services. 

Ridley-Duff (2008). 

 

2.2 The roles of social enterprise in society 

Sustainable development is not a new term in nowadays. Perron (1997) stated that 

community requires company form diversity which can not only supply 

microeconomic needs, satisfy local market demand, relax the burden for municipality 

in job creation territory, but also, it could play a critical role to maintain society’s 
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sustainability in macroeconomic since social stability is so relevant with economic 

growth. Marcuello (2012) believes SE can provide new values to society and new 

ways of managing the markets. SE has its unique profit distribution policy, which is 

different from general enterprise which is aiming maximize stakeholder’s interest, 

neither like non-profit organization which aim public service, ethic or culture 

orientation (Borzaga, 2002). Since SE is flexible in the form, and the decision making 

procedure contains more democracy characteristics, compared with private enterprise, 

SE no longer be occupied by a marginal position (Chaves, 2012). With further study, 

more and more research has proved the potential value of SE. Thompson (2008) 

elaborated five aspects which SE can contribute: 

 

 SE could create not only economic value but also social value. Since SE is a form 

of company which doing charity by doing business, compared with most general  

enterprise which also have intend to doing charity, general enterprise is doing 

charity while doing business. Obviously, SE has more close insight to support 

charity objectives, balance social welfare and economic wealth. 

 

 Even SE gets subsidies and supports from government, it still is an independent 

unit among society and economy. They have their own business path& strategy 

and capability to earn profit. That will on one side, lower government ś 

expenditure for compensation, on the other hand, offer social service and work 

opportunity, solve parts of disadvantaged people  ́psychology issues since doing 

job can let those people feel more self value admission.  

 

 Since SE has its own independent business, compared with general commercial 

company, SE also requires workers having good quality. That means social 

company cannot rely on volunteers to accomplish daily works and project 

demands. Instead, SE must have a constant employment, offer training and 

educations. This phenomenon is a good sign which enhance company ś long term 

development compared with pure nonprofit voluntary form ś organization.   
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 SE receive social resource to conduct business operation, but different from other 

forms of organization which could mainly aiming satisfy clients or stakeholders, 

SE ś initial objective is to satisfy both sides and maximize utilized social resource. 

That means the profit SE gain will reinvest into social field to fulfill its initial 

objectives. 

 

 Contrast with pure non-profit organization, SE ś behavior is more close to profit 

seeking organization. This differentiation is critical element which stimulates 

company to implement high competitive strategy, seek commercial opportunity, 

and improve product and service quality. 

 

When we talk about roles of SEs we need standards to evaluate what they can do. 

Here we can borrow Fregidou-Malama and Sundström (2009)’s opinion. They point 

out that enterprise which concerns social responsibility needs mainly focus on three 

aspects: 

 

1. Response to pressure from member demands. 

2. Collaboration to respond to local and global society demands. 

3. Emerging social responsibility through pressure on others. 

 

Members’ demands are various, but for SE to develop new business for less 

advantaged people is critical. Meanwhile, SE needs to identify their value position to 

fit to society’s needs and expectation. That is the way how health business makes their 

operation. 
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2.3 Commercial opportunities and business expansion 

Before discussing business operation and expansion for social enterprise, here author 

wants to refer general business operation strategy, Balanced Scorecard (BSC), see 

figure 3, published by Kaplan and Norton (1996) as pro-condition to start this chapter. 

Based on general business operation model we can have a comprehensive view about 

the similarity and differentiation between social enterprise and general business 

company. Successful business needs focus on, internal business process, financial 

statement, customer and learning and growth. And those four aspects are intimately 

co-operated with company’s initial aim and version. Every aspect has their unique 

objective and target group. 

 

In order to achieve those objectives, BSC model also point out the importance of 

measuring performance through KPIs, key performance indicators.  Internal business 

process is the key element for output’s quality, and it directly impact company’s 

operation cost. Quality relevant to market’s response; operation cost relevant to 

company’s state. Therefore as Porter (1998) indicates that optimizing every step of 

supply chain, integrating internal and external resource, and making a syncretism 

company’s mission and goals are critical aspects for company which wants improving 

business process. 

 

Financial state should intimate with company’s real present situation, give 

shareholders a right insight about company’s previous performance. Efendi, et al. 

(2007) believes health financial statement and plenteous monetary support is a key 

indicator for business operation.  

 

Customer is also a vital part of this model. Without customer there will be no meaning 

for a company’s exist. No one should doubt the role customers play in commercial 

activities. They are the group pays for entire accumulated costs. Therefore, company’s 

missions and objectives should always have space for customer’s willing and 
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expectation. (Kotler, et al. 2008). 

 

Last but not the least, learning and growth. Company, who wants survive in this 

dynamic and igneous market will inevitable accept new idea and information from 

external environment, which is the key for company maintain who they are instead of 

who they were (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). 

 

Figure 3,Balanced Scorecard 

 

                                            Source: Kaplan and Norton, 1996, page 182 

 

 

 

SE has its unique characteristics which contain both profit seeking objectives and 

philanthropy goals. Thus the strategy which SE conducted is broader than general 

business model (Spear, 2005). Borzaga (2002) demonstrates that there are many 
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financial methods to measure social enterprises business condition and full time 

employment ratio is one of key figures to measure present SE’s statement. Meanwhile, 

Vuotto(2011) believes SE’s business expansion could not separate with municipality’s 

assistance and stakeholder’s intangible resources investigation. The intangible 

resources here imply potential HR capability, internal belief and external reputation. 

Due to SE’s unique situation of business operation, Marcuello and Foncea (2012) 

clarified three strength factors which SE need enhance, and three aspects which risk to 

SE’s growth and expansion: 

Opportunity and strength: 

 Inter-cooperation is a sign for SE which makes it different from any other form of 

organization. Organization’s structure is flat and flexible. That gives the company 

the ability to response market’ dynamic changes effectively. Labors’ integration 

constructs a diversity picture, volunteer and officially employment both exist, give 

company more options and human resource to create superior value to community. 

Decision making process in SE seems pure democracies with stakeholder oriented 

profit distribution polices. Profit is not the only purpose for SE, therefore, the 

decision maker will more concern about stakeholders’ benefit and intentions. In 

some occasion, those decision makers are those stakeholders without any conflict. 

This form of origination seem as paradise to certain group of people.   

 

 Information and communication technologies are key point for nowadays 

company to survive, it includes SE. In general case, SE usually offers product and 

service to local regional market, but even a market niche need handle massive 

customer information. Utility of information and communication technology will 

help company gain competitive advantage, and sustain customer relationship. 
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 Transparency is another hallmark for SE. From decision making to financial 

statement, SE does not have reason to fake or hide anything to the community. 

Hence SE becomes one of favorite organization form which capital, society and 

government want invested in. (Marcuello and Foncea, 2012) 

Risk and weakness: 

 SE could become a mechanism which be utilized by capital to achieve private 

goals. First, Capitalism may take benefit from volunteer and social worker to 

achieve private goals, such as marketing expansion, low production cost, etc. for 

example, we assume there is a general company, and it decide to issue a charity 

activity. Every product the company sold will raise certain money to charity 

found. And then a lot of volunteer participate in, helping company to sell its 

product because those volunteers believe this will help society. But actually, the 

company earns more money and reputation through this activity. Second, 

capitalism could change the essence of SE, commercialize social service 

orientated and switch the SE ś priority goals.  

 

 SE still new to society which may hardly accept by community, which may lead 

to isolation position which lack of support from stakeholders. This result could be 

caused by poor communication, low level of ideology spreading, culture and 

custom diversity. This kind of situation is much depended on SE and 

community’s mutual understanding.  

 

 The last not the least, SE may lose its charging position since it relay on two roles 

of society, government and capitalist. Government can use policies and 

regulations influent company, capitalist can use financial investment affect SE. 

Both of them can directly affect social enterprise’s business track and interrupt 

original SE’s business expansion plan.  (Marcuello and Foncea, 2012) 
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2.4 Factors relevant for SE’s expansion 

Internal factors boosting business expansion  

Vuotto (2011) states business expansion is not just a holistic mission or strategy 

implementation. It also requires high quality and personality of entrepreneur to spur 

business. Great entrepreneur is the convenience channel for company achieving 

business success. Under the direction of great entrepreneur, company can gain not just 

business operation efficiency but also new business opportunities (Thompson, 2008). 

Social entrepreneur is the fundamental element for SE’s business expansion, and Dees, 

et al. (2001) indicate that if social enterprise wants expansion, the entrepreneur of SE 

needs to achieve five aspects: 

 

 Objective and mission should always submit to primary social value contribution 

goals. 

 Recognize and identify business opportunity and use it to serve social enterprise’s 

mission. 

 Emphasize on innovation, adaptation and learning. 

 Be brave, never limited in bottleneck, access new resources. 

 Good reputation among society, accountability to dynamic commercial campaign.  

(Dees, et al. 2001) 

 

Vuotto (2011) points that social entrepreneurs not use personality to affect operation 

but they also can decide where SE going and how they can be there. This is an 

important question for SE. SE needs someone standing out to steer the rudder and 

indentify the way. Most of the time, social entrepreneur management is rare resource 

which limits this industry’s development. (Thompson, 2008) 
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External factors boosting business expasion  

Even social enterprises classify those five aspects Dees, et al. (2001) mention upon 

with a qualified social entrepreneur’s boosting. Social enterprise still leak of other 

critical elements to firm a stable and durable business operation. Thompson (2008) 

points out that social enterprise requires more resources and aids from external 

environment such as government, consultant company as well as profit-pursuing 

company.  Bull (2007) demonstrates that social enterprise’s business expansion is a 

complex procedure and difficult project, due to diverse external circumstances and 

unique internal environment. 

 

Spear and Bidet (2005) believe that social entrepreneurs could be the catalyst which 

incentive marginal people’s passion, create a circumstance to restore confidence and 

optimism. Dees, et al. (2001) indicate that beside stimulate employee, social 

entrepreneurs need to enhance relationship and cement connection with supportive 

resource which implies monetary donation, technology assistance as well as political 

boosting. Therefore, business expansion requires SE to meet multiple factors, fulfill 

and balance different needs and expectations from stakeholders.  

 

With the fact that social enterprises’ form is various from place to place, most of 

studies are attracted to investigate the appearance of SE, and use the results to infer 

that SE’s needs are complicated and unstable (Marcuello and Foncea, 2012) . But 

Ridley-Duff (2008) demonstrate that, social enterprises’ circumstance are various 

from place to place, but even with diverse appearances, social enterprises’ crucial and 

fundamental needs should follow some principle like general firms do. Chaves (2012) 

believes social enterprise could follow general business’ operation path but they also 

can depend on external environment to enhance their position. It is like “out-source” 

but without general business relationship.     
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3. Methodology 

This part provides reader the validity of method I conduct to this study. The main 

research approach is case study. In order to enhance the validity and reliability, 

multiple cases have been involved in this study, different people have been interviewed. 

I define this study as qualitative type of research. After going through this part, reader 

should have a clear idea about how this study is carried out and what is the limitation 

of this study. 

3.1 Research approach 

Research approach could be divided in two categories, qualitative approach and 

quantitative approach in general. Each type of approach has its unique characteristics 

and advantages. Certain type of research needs corresponding research approach, 

Based on Boris et al. (2005) statement, there are four questions which need to be 

solved before making a decision about which type of research approach should be 

implemented.  

 

 What is your research problem; 

 Are you attempting to conduct an explorative, descriptive, causal or predictive 

study; 

 Which kind of outcome you are looking for; 

 What kind of information do you want to obtain and what do you already have 

access to. 

 

Quantitative research approach is a method exploring and researching via numbers 

and data. When words are not enough to express, paragraphs are not sufficiently 

describing, instead statistics and parametric can fully interpret research. This implies 

you should consider about quantitative research approach for your research (Leedy, 

1989). Based on the research questions present in 1.2, combined with the descriptive 
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research style, this study is suitable to use qualitative research approach. According to 

Patton (2002)’s statement, qualitative research approach can be conducted to research 

naturalistic setting, emergent design flexibility, inductive analysis and creative 

synthesis, voice& perspective and multiple source of information. Walliman (2005) 

demonstrates that, through qualitative research approach, researchers could gain new 

concepts or uncover new results by working with incidents, words, regularities and 

other signs. Meanwhile there are still pitfalls and difficulties contained in qualitative 

research approach that may cause troubles to manage huge volume of unstructured 

data. It increases complexity for researchers to conduct a cohesive research approach.  

3.2 Case study as research strategy 

There are different research strategies which could be implemented to assist 

researcher conducting validity study, for instance, through survey, case study, 

experiments, histories, analysis of archival information and etc (Mark, 2007). There 

are two types of categories which could be used in case study, single case and 

multiple cases (Patton, 2002). In this study, author uses multiple cases study as 

research strategy to achieve comprehensiveness and validity. The multiple cases 

include: Coompanion Gävlerborg as main consultant case, following with multiple SE 

cases, Kooperativet Kraftkällan I Hudiksvall and Nykraft I Iggesund to assist this 

research. Various type of companies are selected to ensure results from this research 

strategy is reliable and validity.  

3.3 Data collection 

There are six methods which could be used to collect empirical data. That includes 

documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant 

observation and physical artifacts (Yin, 2009). In this research, data collection is 

conducted in various ways. Both primary data and secondary data have been collected 

through face to face interview and literature review respectively. The interview 

questions are formulated after literature review relevant to previous study. To the 
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interview, different people are selected by the researcher relay on SE’s internal and 

external environment. Internal environment can use such as SE’s CEO’s opinions as 

delegate. External environment can analysis by consultant’s perspectives and 

experiences as delegate. Here list interview people of the research: 

 

Ulf Karlsson 

Position: Project leader& Advisor 

Data: 11
th
 May 2012 

Time: 10:00am-12:00am 

Per Lundgren  

Position: Project leader& Advisor 

Data: 18
th
 March 2012 

Time: 9:20 am-11:30am 

Lena Wik 

Position: Initiator of Kooperativet Kraftkällan I Hudiskvall 

Data: 18
th
 of March 2012 

Time: 12:00-12:30 pm 

Åsa Barås 

Position: Executive manager of Nykraft I Iggesund 

Data: 18
th
 of March 2012 

Time: 1:00pm-1:30 pm 

 

During the interviews, investigation time was various from case to case. SE’s 

interview took one hour on average each time. Consultant Company’s interview took 

three hours each time on average. The interview questionnaires were formulated 

before each interview, and there were also questions formulated during the 

conversation which is valuable for this study to record. All response information is 

recorded by hand during the occasions of the interviews and the interview questions . 
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Question to consultant of SE  

Consultant Interview question (see appendix 1) are designed to achieve three goals. 

First, what can Consultant Company offer to SE; second, what are Consultant 

Company’s view and opinion about SE business expansion; third, what are the key 

elements affecting business expansions from Consultant Company’s perspective.  

 

The first two interview questions are used to answer the first question, and researcher 

also can get information about Consultant Company’s opinion about SE 

simultaneously. Question three to six are designed to accomplish the second goal, 

detail information are dig out to help researcher make a comprehensive view. The rest 

of questions are used to ask Consultant Company’s view about the key elements affect 

SE business expansion.   

 

Questions to SE  

Questions (see appendix 2) formulated for the interview with workers in SE is based 

on literature review. The first six questions are used to explore the present situation of 

case company. Depict an overall structure for case company ś business condition and 

expansion capability. Questions seven and eight are aiming at describe SE company ś 

perspective and expectations to local government, and gain detail information about 

their attitude to regulation and sponsor policies. Questions nine to twelve are used to 

explore what role external company ś assistance will be in the view of SE. Questions 

thirteen to fifteen are desired to measure human resource and technology factors in 

SE ś business expansion.   

 

3.4 Presentation and analysis of the data 

This study generates data from literature review and face to face interviews. Interview 

questions are divided in categories. One is for consultant company with 15 questions, 

another is for social enterprise with eight questions. I choice two people to participate 
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in each territory. Therefore, there are totally 46 answers to various questions which 

reveal the main reasons and motivations to explore research questions. Base on 

interview results, compared with various responses’ opinion, author concludes two 

main aspects which have significant impact to social enterprise business expansion, 

internal aspect and external aspect. Internal aspects are those facts contained in 

company internal environment, such as human resource, and leadership. External 

aspects are influences conducted by external stakeholders, for instance, government,  

local municipality, third part company, etc. and those influences could be directly or 

indirectly. In next two chapters, I explain those two aspects. The analysis is based on 

literature study in previous chapter, and use case studies as indicators. I combine those 

two aspects to explore and generate answers to research questions.  

3.5 Reliability and validity 

Research’ reliability and validity is relevant with its methodology. Yin (2009) 

indicates that there are four categories of validity: construct validity, internal validity, 

external validity and reliability. Construct validity describes weather research methods 

are in the right track to observe what intend to be measure. In this case, I use two side 

case companies to ensure research results adapt construct validity. Questions are post 

to social enterprise and social work consultant enterprise. Internal and external 

validity are used in inference experimental studies which have less relationship with 

this study. Since I want to enhance the reliability of the result, ensure the empirical of 

the study, there are multiple cases study have been conducted, which make sure the 

conclusion is not affected by accidently phenomenon, the literature is selected by 

recent published and newest notions and ideas. The interview questions are 

formulated by literature review and the interview questions also be encompassed with 

research questions. The interview is taken face to face, directly with interview people. 

Since some interview people are not good at English, some interview need interpreter 

to translate Swedish to English. To ensure the results’ validity and reliability, author 

even takes re-interview to confirm acknowledged information 
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4. Empirical study 

This is one of the most important parts in the work. Through this part, I present the 

questions which I selected and explain the reason behind those questions. Every 

question is desired to dig and explore certain answer to research questions. In this 

part I also present interviewees’ answers and opinions about my question. In order to 

let readers have a clearly view about response’s opinion, I also list several highlight 

points which help the reader to catch the key points.   

 

4.1 Presentation of case companies and the interviewees 

Coompanion Gävlerborg is a company which dedicating to help people start business, 

offering customized information, advice and training. Companion are experts in 

cooperative enterprise model, social enterprise is one of its business fields. Now there 

are 23 companion centers in Sweden. In 2009 they helped 568 businesses start up, and 

they keep 13 percent growth ratio since then.  

 

During the interview, Project leader offered valuable information about SE’s 

maintainance and development. Meanwhile, project leaders also introduce to author 

what Companion as a social enterprise Consultant Company can contribute: 

 

 Certain type of training and education for disable people which is suitable for 

their special situation.  

 Financial assistant, Companion does not directly invest money to assist SE doing 

business, but Companion helps SE to access resource from such as bank and 

other financial institution. 

 Business operation assistance, Companion gives consultant advice to SE for 

internal company management, and also helps SE exploring market and searching 

potential customers. 
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Multiple SE cases, Kooperativet Kraftkällan I Hudiksvall and Nykraft I Iggesund are 

adapted to assist this research.  

 

Mr. Karlsson is project leader and advisor in Coompanion Company, and he has 

experience to help formulate and operate SEs. He also has the knowledge about 

cooperative which he thought is good idea to utilize in SE business model. Mr. 

Lundgren’s works mainly focuses on internal SE management. He give SE advices to 

assist company operate fluency and effectively. He has been helping SEs to explore 

market needs and make orders. Meanwhile, he also help SE solve internal 

management problems.  

 

Ms. Wik is manager of a SE. Her company is the most successful one among local 

several SEs. She has clearly traits as a social entrepreneur. Their main business fields 

are housekeeping and second hand shop.Ms. Barås is the manager of Nykraft 

Iggersund. She is an innovative person with a passion of bearing business risk. Her 

decision helped company to break bottleneck, and now the business operates well. 

Their business fields are sawn and mending. 

 

 

4.2External factors for business expansion 

Market field 

Based on the conversation, researcher noticed SEs in Hudiksvall are all profit 

orientated, and the profit is used to distribute salary. Extra profit will save as fund in 

case some incidents or costly decisions & activities. Project leader indicated that, SE 

does not need lower their position or price, they should join in the economic market as 

other profit seeking organization do. Since the disabled people have their special 
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situation, most of the time, they need treated as normal. Another reason is, SE’s 

market is limited, and it isn’t easy to be a success market niche. Hence, if SE lower 

price in limited market shares, it will lead commercial suicide. Hence, the present 

situation is SE spend longer time to accomplish same amount of job general company 

does with same level of quality. Even it takes time for customer, but there still 

marketing and work for SE. Project leader indicated there are two reasons behind this 

phenomenon. First one is people have a heart t help others. Customer want hire SE 

work for them because they feel it is a way to help. The second reason is even SE take 

longer time to finish work, but the quality isn’t different from general company.  

Accordingly, project leader strongly insist SE, on one hand, maximize utilize 

compensation which project leader indicated it is the major part for SE’ income, and 

on the other hand, act as other general profit orientated company. By do so, SE can 

maximize utilizing the market potential, maintain daily business operation and 

improve service quality.  

 

Consultant advisor informed researcher that, SE’s development is limited in its 

individual capabilities. So far, SE in Hudiksvall can only offer housekeeping, second 

hand shopping, sewn and mending clothes. Those market fields have limited demands 

and it is easy to have competitors, for instance, in the field of housekeeping, there are 

internet arbetsformedlingen, blocket etc, where people can easily apply job such as 

housekeeping. There are also other general housekeeping companies offering 

professional work. Likewise, SE cannot discover new market needs. That is one of the 

crucial reasons why SE is hard to make business expansion movement.  

Capital investment 

The founder of Kooperativet Kraftkällan I Hudiksvall also said capital investment is 

important. Money always primary thing SE needs for most. Besides compensation 

from municipality, social enterprise mostly gain profit from their commercial 

activities. Those two incomes somehow can just fit their daily operation needs, when 
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they want make business revolution, they are short of money. Meanwhile, it is hard to 

get mortgage from bank since they do not want bear high risk when they have other 

options.    

 

During the interviews, different managers offer their own opinion about their business 

statement as long as business expansion plan. There is a common result which is none 

of those companies has aggressive passion and business plan about business 

expansion, most of them want to survive and maintain the present situation. 

4.3 Internal factors for business expansion 

There are two social companies researcher had interviewed. During the interview, 

researcher can feel a kind of relaxing working environment atmosphere. The internal 

employee relationship is consolidated and friendly. Even they are defined profit 

seeking as one of the primary goals, researcher hardly perceive the desperate feeling. 

 

SE project manager also indicated the importance of capital and technology. Based on 

his statement, SE is a type of company which is not on the high palace of bank’s 

customer wish-list. How to gain enough monetary support is the bottleneck for social 

enterprise make business expansion. To technology field, project manager said, even 

SE have enough market needs and requirements, if company does not have good 

computer software system, and corresponding customer relationship management 

system, it will be hard to maintain good customer relationship. 

 

The founder of Kooperativet Kraftkällan I Hudiksvall said their company had met the 

bottleneck and the situation almost lead company to dismiss. At the extremely 

important time, they risk everything on one venture by expending most all them own 

and government compensation to buy a sewn machine. After doing so, their work 

capability and service quality improved and the market requirement and demands 

increased. She also told researcher that their financial manager actually is not 
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handicapped worker, and she believed this is good for company’s daily operation. 

Company needs formal management system to achieve smooth and effective 

development, special accounting management. When ask about how to make business 

expansion for social enterprise, she highlight three aspects which are showed below: 

 

 Good management. Even SE is a democratic style company, but due to its 

special situation, as general company does, SE also need systematic 

management to ensure healthy business operation. Somehow, it is inevitable out 

source some part of company’s management to external consultant company or 

professional people. 

 Consolidation relationship. People in SE more or less have some mutual conflict 

issues. Since the situation of everyone is different, how to make them 

co-ordinate with each other become one crucial question. Most of the time, 

company internal relationship is delighted, but how to maintain this 

circumstances in order to hold employee’s emotion and stimulate their spirit is a 

difficult task. 

 

Nykraft I Iggersund as a machine processing company is the most successful social 

enterprise in Hudiksvall. Their manager believed employees’ quality is the main 

competitive advantage to survive in market fields. Before employee joins in company 

and start to work, they require receiving good training and practices. That will make 

sure risk minimized and quality ensured. When asked about outsource and external 

coordination, manager stated, they are willing to do so, but it is hard to find ways to 

cooperate with other companies since the differentiation of profit distribution 

principal, management style, enterprise culture, local regulation, etc. When asked 

about business expansion, the manager indicated two aspects which she thinks are 

vital for SE: 

 

 Human resource. The quality of employee directly affects product or service’s 

quality. Meanwhile, product or service’s quality will affects customer’s 
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satisfaction level. Therefore, social company needs enhance employees’ quality, 

incentive their potential.     

 Communication. Communication is important to SE. community need know what 

is going on in social enterprise. Social enterprise also need have a clear view 

about external’s opinions. Mutual understanding is based on fluency 

communication. With fluency communication, SE and community can clarify 

what they want and what they need.  

 

4.4 Summary of the empirical study 

There are various elements been emphasized as critical aspects to enhance SE making 

business expansion. From social enterprises’ points of view, the bottleneck for SE to 

make business expansion is the ability of resource and market identification. SE lacks 

of management talent who help them integrate resource they have and guide the way 

they should go. Social entrepreneur is such rare resource for SE. Most of the time, 

social entrepreneur’s characteristic can define SE’s culture, and be the motivation to 

stimulate and incentive employee’s ability.  

 

During the research, consultant company as SE’s external assistance, share much 

valuable information. From their point of view, SEs they consultant for indeed have 

diverse needs and expectations due to their various situation and company’s unique 

structure. In common, SE needs government’s subsidy as a sort of monetary boosting 

to ensure health cash follow as well as daily business operation. And even a qualified 

social entrepreneur, he or she still needs guide to ensure the company he or she 

managing is on the right track. That requires social entrepreneur obtains market fields 

information and make right decision with certain type of external consultant.     
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5 Analysis 

In this part, I combine and compare data I collected with literature knowledge, to 

demonstrate the idea of social enterprise business expansion. The main factors which 

affect SE conduct business expansion project are divided in two categories, internal 

and external both involved. After give reader a clearly insight about those factors, I 

then offer reader a model which could accurately indicate various factors inner 

relationship. With the indication of that model, social enterprise can integrate its 

available resources to achieve business expansion.  

 

5.1 Background of SE  

Based on Ridley-Duff (2008)’s Social enterprise model and cases study, this research 

mainly focus on multi-stakeholders co-operation type of SE. According to Stryjan and 

Wijkström’s (2002) statement as well as author observation, the case companies 

author selected are multi-stakeholders co-operation type of SE. On one hand, they get 

compensation from municipality, on the other hand, they involve in commercial 

market competition. Through this study, Social enterprise’s present situation shows 

different kind of weaknesses. Consultant company adviser indicated that how to make 

business expansion for SE is a hard and complex work which requires various 

resources integrated to achieve. Meanwhile, Low (2006) states that social enterprises 

with a profit seeking objective have chance to maintain and survive, due to its 

strength of independence and people’s passion for profit accumulation. Therefore, 

People from SE who want to cultivate their business, specially needs to think about 

their present situation, access all available resources to assist business expansion, this 

is correlated with opinion of case social enterprise manager. Chaves and Monzon 

(2012) indicate that no matter private company or social company, they all under the 

form of organization’s basic structure, and how to coherence manage resource 

company can obtain will be critical for them to survive and achieve long term 
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development. When it comes to business expansion, Chell (2006) demonstrated that 

social entrepreneur as precious intangible resource, is catalyst for social enterprise to 

recognize opportunities and stimulate business operation. Social entrepreneurs not 

only aiming at management and control, they also play a role of cultivation. They are 

internal culture creators and maintainer, meanwhile, they also are behalf of social 

enterprise to spread SE’s notion to society. Shaw (2007) stated that since SE’s 

decision making process is democratic style, how to mediate voices and opinions, 

becomes to be a critical question which needs to be solved. Where after, SE needs dig 

into its environment, identify its stakeholders, explore different stakeholder’s potential 

and maximize utilization (Spear and Bidet, 2005).  

 

5.2 External factors for business expansion 

Government effects 

SE’s external factors include government effects and market effects based on research. 

Fregidou-Malama and Sundström (2009) indicate that company needs to cooperate 

with various stakeholders to achieve social responsibilities that include the 

municipality and politicians. Government effects contain two types (Dart, 2004). 

Consultant advisor indicated that the first one is to formulate and promulgate laws and 

regulations which could spur and stimulate SE business expansion. That could be 

achieved by lower tax rate, lower marketing enter standards, establish protection 

business zone, etc. This type is from long term orientated perspective. Therefore the 

react and responses of SE to government policy could be very slow. But it is a mature 

and effective methods for government to stimulate SE business expansion. The 

second type is more tangible to perceive. It includes subsidy& sponsoring. For 

instance, if company recruit one addict or handicapped, municipality may gives 

certain amount of subsidies to company, (offered by consultant company advisor), for 

company, they receive additional money to maintain business operation. For 
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municipality, the subsidy given to company normally is lower than compensation to 

individual addict’s life alone, and the result will be much better. Hence, municipality 

lower its burden and ensures social stability, the company gets extra money to work 

with. It is a win-win situation for both sides.   

  

Market effects 

Market effects are the major part of external factors for SE and it contains three 

elements: customers, competitors and third part groups. Customer needs and 

expectations are fundamental for business to survive and growth (Porter, 1998). How 

to identify and satisfy customer needs and expectations is one of the critical tasks for 

SE, one case social enterprise initial funder believes, the present situation for SE is a 

bottleneck, because present market does not have potential for company to expansion. 

How to be agility and sensitive about market dynamics and act swiftly to response 

those change become a big challenge for SEs.  

 

Case social enterprise CEO indicated that social enterprises also have competitors to 

contrast with due to their major business is located in low competition and low profit 

margin field based on study result. However, SEs mostly do not have competitive 

advantage in technology or advanced product& service. Therefore if SE wants to 

business expansion, it is inevitable to participate in high competition but also high 

profit margin business field. This isn’t an easy task for SE to achieve. Obstacles from 

such transaction could be expensive switch cost, high enter barrier, short of monetary 

support, lack of technology and management support. 

 

When it comes to third part groups, SE needs have a broader view to maintain 

relationship with. That is because third part groups can support: monetary investment, 

technology assistance, management help and appropriate consultant. With the help, 

SE can make business expansion plan effective and efficiency. No matter what kind of 
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help SE can obtain, it will stimulate SE make reform and restructure (Speckbacher, 

2003). The inner contains such as SE’s operation model, leadership, company’s 

culture will be affected by those external effects such as list upon, monetary 

investment, consultant, technology assistance, which mostly will lead SE to be a more 

competitive company. On the other side, during this study, researcher also found the 

obstacles which lay between SE and third part companies. The main reason behind 

this is: there is lack of communication and mutual understanding between SE and 

third part companies. SE does not know which external company willing to help. 

Even there are some external companies intend to help SE, there still suspicions about 

the initial motivate of those external companies. What if those companies use capital 

investment or other methods to access SE’s control right. Further more, those 

companies may switch SE’s primary objective and use SE as a tool to pursuit profit 

for private company. On the other hand, as third part organization, they mostly leak 

information about SE’s ideology. Even there is willing which intend to help society to 

do some charity, those companies hardly gain enough information about SE’s present 

situation, nor to say how to help and assist. Marcuello and Foncea(2012) indicate that 

social enterprise need high level of transparence in order to gain understanding and  

help or supervise from the society. Therefore, SE needs an open form of 

organizational structure, transparency and high flow of information with the external 

environment. Frequent communication with the external environment will give SE 

chances to obtain information from outside meanwhile express and present itself to 

external environment.  

 

5.3 Internal factors for business expansion 

For internal factors, there are two aspects need highlight on. The first one is HR, and 

the second one is social entrepreneurs. As described in external factors, the crucial 

environment requires SE utilize its advantage which should highlight on HR based on 

research results, base on case study and literature review, this study believes SE’s 
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employment has two advantages.  

 

 

 The first one is cost flexibility, since SE can get compensation from government 

and the profit distribution is stakeholder orientated, plus there are still free 

payment volunteers which give SE a plenty room to adapt market complexity by 

adjust service& product price and profit margin.  

 The second advantage of HR in SE is the solidness of internal relationship. SE 

has its unique internal culture and it gives internal members relax and pleasure 

atmosphere. This kind of culture creates unique and powerful strength to enhance 

and improve employee’s performance which could be considered as intangible 

fuel in business operation process. 

 

Another critical factor which could stimulate SE to expansion business is 

entrepreneurial spirit. As the fonder and operator of SE, social entrepreneurs are 

required not just general entrepreneur’s characteristics, but also emphasize on public 

obligations and philanthropy missions. Therefore, social entrepreneur needs to: 

 

 Identify challenges and opportunities among chaos and difficulties. Have a 

sensitive thinking about commercial market dynamic. Good management and 

communication skills.  

 As social entrepreneurs, they also need have staunch faith to company’s missions 

and obligations. Be confidence and determination, always optimism to business 

perspective and have ability to encourage and incentive teammates.  

 

5.4 Business tactic and strategy 

Social enterprise due to its special features, SE mostly limited business in small and 

middle side scales. Defourny (2008) indicated that even SE still not a clearly 
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definition which various from place to place, but its contribution to society cannot be 

ignored, and the trend is upwards with a sign of business scale expansion. Jones (2000) 

states that company cannot achieve sustainable development unless they have rational 

plans and long-term perspective. The environment for SE to survive and thrive is 

dynamic with diverse factors, both external and internal contains. The voices from 

different stakeholders pull SE business expansion direction in various ways, which 

lower the efficiency of SE’s development. Therefore, the primary step for SE who 

pursues business expansion is to balance those different needs. That require SEs 

identify and classify its present circumstance and critical factors (Ridley-Duff, 2008).  

 

Methods used to determine those factors are relevant with SE’s traits. The factors 

could be clearly divided in two categories as external factors and internal factors. 

Where after, SE needs to determine those different roles, clarify their contributions 

and effectively link them together to integrate all available resources. The strategies 

and tactics which SE implemented should more incline to optimize resources 

distribution.  

 

Figure 4 below shows different roles relevant to SE, and their inner relationships. It is 

based on Ridley-Duff’s Categories of Social Enterprise model, but author also put 

human and social enterprise’s contribution into this model. As we can see, in this 

model, every segment has clarify what they can contribute to, that give social 

enterprise manager and entrepreneur vision and perspective when they are seeking 

corresponding resources. The internal social enterprise segment could be expand 

based on Porter’s (1998) value chain model, here also just extract the two main 

critical intangible resource to depict internal value adding process. Of course, all 

commercial activities will base on social enterprise’s missions and goals pro-set when 

business start.  

 

For social enterprise, the business expansion plan must be based on Missions and 

Goals. That will guide both SE’s manager and employee to have a vision about where 
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company is going and how they can help the company to get there. If the value 

company’s mission and vision relay to company’s people get acceded, social 

entrepreneur can based on it to make a feasible plan and let company’s employees 

implement the plan with highly determination and passion. Thereafter, social 

enterprise can deliver superior value to society.  

 

Figure 4, Key elements for social enterprise to make business expansion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   

    

 

Source: Own Study Chart 

 

 

From the chart we can see, SE can gain valuable resources generally from three 

actors:  

 

 Third part organizations;  

 Charity groups as well as other social groups;  

 Government& local municipality. 
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The supports offered from different roles also vary from each other. When SE faces 

financial problems, they better turn to third part organizations for capital investment 

and monetary assist. And third part organization also can support with technology and 

certain type of management assistance, as well as suitable training and education. This 

could be critical for SE to form its own competitive advantage.  

 

With the help from charity groups, SE can easy maintain its unique and original 

market advantage, which is low price. Most of the support from charity group is for 

free. That give SE an enough space to manage its price and profit margin. 

Government and local municipality could be the major forces to support SE business 

expansion, and they also can be an effective catalyst which stimulates a SE without 

direct intervention. That is done by prompt out compensation, as well as promulgation 

of laws and regulations.   

 

Beside external assistance, SE also needs to emphasize on its inner potential energy. 

Social entrepreneur as the soul of SE plays an extremely important role in SE business 

expansion. They need to have the ability to recognize business opportunities, inspire 

employees, create enterprise culture and build cemented relationships with external 

stakeholders (Shaw, 2004). Relay on the result of this study, SE’s employee mostly do 

not have much passion about business expansion. They consider business expansion 

as one difficult and unnecessary topic for them. Based on this situation, how to 

incentive employee’s passion, how to stimulate employee’s potential, become a 

difficult task entail social entrepreneur dealing with. That also requires SE tolerate 

risk, implement innovation and combined with resources SE can access to create 

superior social value (Peredo, 2006). Meanwhile, SE need make an open structured 

organization. Transparency and high information flowing will increase 

communication between social enterprise and society. This kind of environment is 

critical for social enterprises since they need knowledge about the market trend and 

perspectives. Society also wants to know what the present situation of SE is. Increase 
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mutual awareness and understanding will definitely enhance SE’s capability to make 

business expansion.   
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6. Conclusion 

I conclude this chapter in three aspects. First I give reader a general summary about 

this study, let reader have an overall view about results of this study. Then, I give 

readers a demonstration which corresponds to research questions and explains the 

solution which readers can draw a complete picture of this study. Secondly, I 

re-evaluate my study methods and relay on it to post further studies. The last part is 

also the critical part. In this part I clarify what contributions this study made and in 

which circumstances my study will apply to utilize.  

 

6.1 Comments and answers to research questions 

Business expansion is a general subject for all commercial relevant groups and social 

enterprises are included as well. Nowadays, both authority and business sectors are 

struggling under the pressure from social aspects. Market tendency and social instable 

reveal social problems which also directly affect economic growth. Meanwhile, there 

always be a group of special people in society which require special treatment. 

Authority and other private company in this case, should not consider that special 

group as a burden to society. Instead, dig and release their potential could be an 

effective way which could achieve triple-win situation. Municipality wants social 

stability and decrease of fiscal burden. Private company wants business growth and 

market reputation& awareness. Public organizations want fulfill their philanthropy 

mission and social responsibility. All those needs and demands could be inspirations 

for a framework, which imply to Social Enterprise.   

 

During this work, the author explains the ideology of social enterprise, what are its 

contributions to society as well as the reason why it exists. This work also analyses 

the present situation of social enterprise. Based on research questions, the author 

concludes that the two main aspects which critically impact on social enterprise’s 

expansion are internal and external factors. Through this study’s results, it shows that 
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companies which want to make business expansion are required to integrate all 

available resource to accomplish this goal. Those resources include internal factors: 

human resources and social entrepreneur. As well as external factors: third part 

company, charity groups and government &municipality. Different factors can offer 

different types of forces which have significant impact to social enterprise business 

expansion. Those are the research results of factors affecting SE’s business expansion.  

 

Internal factors as this study high light, human resource and social entrepreneur, they 

are important to SE as like engine and gas to a car. If we presume SE was car, then 

human resource is gas and entrepreneur is engine. Entrepreneur can define how fast 

SE can run, and human resource can define how far SE can run. Without 

entrepreneur’s guide, social enterprise’s expansion plan is difficult to implement. 

What entrepreneurs can offer are such critical to social enterprise. Most of the time, 

social entrepreneurs’ determination and profession can accelerate the speed of social 

enterprise’s business plan. Beside social entrepreneur, SE’ human resource is also 

count to consideration as a critical aspect. Social enterprise’ human resource is rare 

and it has a great potential. How to explore the power of SE’ human resource with 

great guide and management is a key to determine whether a social enterprise’s 

expansion plan success or not.   

 

External factors as this study conclude: third part company, other charity groups and 

government &municipality. They are the outside forces which stimulate and boost SE 

to achieve business expansion. Third part companies are important to social enterprise. 

They can offer consultant to social enterprise since most of the time SE leaks of 

experience and profession knowledge about commercial and business management. 

Other charity groups mostly deliver resources which could include human resource. 

What’s more, SE and Other charity groups also can make cooperation to enhance their 

competitive advantage. Government’s influences to social enterprise are so unique 

and critical. Every financial boosting or tax beneficial policy can change social 

enterprise’s development path. 
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For SE, there is no such a constant strategy which can be constantly used. SEs who 

wants stimulating their business need high integration of various elements relevant to 

SE. the dynamic circumstances require SE be flexible and use the right sources to do 

the right thing.  

 

6.2 Implications 

This study analyses the present situation of social enterprise and exhibit internal and 

external factors which affect social enterprise to make business expansion. It 

contributes to the following: 

 

 First, it offers social enterprise a path to implement business expansion, and help 

social enterprise to identify its potential capabilities which could help them 

achieve long term development.  

 Secondly, during this work, author explains the ideology of social enterprise, 

what are its contributions to society as well as the reason why it exist. Those 

reasons are valuable information to society as well as local municipalities. 

 Last not the least, this study presents a new model of key elements for social 

enterprise business expansion. It is critical and crucial for further research in 

academic study. 

 

Based on this study, multi-stakeholder co-operation type social enterprise as a sort of 

special organization which wants to gain commercial market shares needs to integrate 

its own private situation with external circumstances. Intimate relationship with 

government, other institutions as well as private companies could enhance SE’s ability 

to survive in this dynamic and high competition market. Get extra subsidy from 

different institutions, have a great utilize of external resources, could be a key point 

for SE’s thriving.  Meanwhile, emphasis on internal resources utilization is also 
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crucial for SEs. Social entrepreneur, the key point for business operation, needs to 

have a clear view about market place and all the sources they can obtain, link and 

cement various stakeholders, maximize and utilize potentials. That requires social 

entrepreneur construct SE’s internal structure more transparent. Increase 

communication between SE and its external environments. Business expansion is a 

tough task and hot topic, no matter in general private market, or in public sectors. 

Therefore to achieve business expansion needs SEs having a long-term development 

perspective. This study gives SE an insight about how to integrate various resources 

to implement business expansion. When SE come across certain type of business 

expansion bottleneck, this research will offer SE a systematic and effective guide.  

 

6.3 Reflection on my study and suggestions for future studies 

This study is based on literature review and case study. Since the articles are from 

various regions and various cultures, therefore, it is hard for me to integrate such 

massive and complex information. Due to this work is accomplished by me, so I 

cannot guarantee I have observed and presented all valuable information and 

knowledge about social enterprise. Another aspect is validity of case study. In this 

study, because of short of resources and time limitation, I connect with three 

companies which used to explore my research questions. Thereafter, the result and 

solution may not be comprehensive. 

 

Therefore we can summary up the limitations of this study in two aspects. First, the 

theoretical data collected from previous studies are in ambiguity since previous 

research results are from different regions, various countries as well as diverse 

cultures. Second case studies as the main research method in this study should be 

more valid if more case companies were chosen, in this study only small and middle 

size companies are used which is also a limitation. 
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SE is not a mature form of conception and still needs study to enhance and complete. 

Therefore, during the research the author inevitable find some irrelevant even 

contradict data, which force me to find inner connection behind those data. This 

situation actually increase work amount of this research. What’s more, the notion of 

SE varies from country to country, region to region, which increases the extent to 

generate a common conclusion and solution.  

 

Another limitation is that case companies selected in this study are in small scale and 

lack of resources to analyze large scale of social enterprise. That will cause the study 

methods not comprehensive which affect the empirical and validity of study results.  

Some interview required Swedish interpreter, which may lead to mutual 

misunderstanding during translation. Further study should be carried out 

comprehensive cases study to approve and guarantee the validity of this study’s result.  

 

Despite the weakness, I also want to highlight some aspects which are good for this 

work. First, the literatures I adopt are most recent year’s academic results which 

ensure my theoretical part is reliable. Second, the interview people I select are 

comprehensive. There are four people from two internal and external social enterprise 

environment, which enhance my data collection’s validity. Third, since Duff (2008)’s 

model isn’t involved with people factor’s consideration; my own study model really 

contributes and fetch up that pitfall.  

 

Further study should emphasize on various sizes of social enterprises in 

multi-stakeholders co-operation model. This study mainly focuses on SMEs type of 

SE, but with the time passing by, due to SE can offer various solutions to social crisis 

and economic crisis, SE can be more popular, and this ideology model can spread 

quickly in reality. Therefore, large size SE will emerge which needs guide and help 

with business maintain and expansion plans. Therefore, further study could also 

emphasis on large size of SE, investigate their operation model, merge program as 

well as business expansion. 
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Appendix 

1.1 Interview questions for social enterprise company 

1. Do you think your company has the potential to make expansion?  

2. If yes, what kind of opportunity your company faces to? 

3. If no, what do you think is the bottleneck requires company access?  

4. Do you think your company ś current capability could satisfy your target group 

customer ś need and expectation?  

5. If yes, Can your company explore and gain more market share from its 

competitors? 

6. If no, does your company expect some capital investment to assist company ś 

business? 

7. Do you familiar with government policy and regulation in social enterprise field?  

8. Do you prefer more municipality subsidiaries and regulation incline or you think 

present situation and regulation can satisfy your company ś need? 

9. Do you think your company needs external help and assistant in technology and 

management term? 

10. Do you think your company offer employee a good work condition? Does your 

company have the ability to improve benefits? Such as salary, work environment. 

11. Do you think your company has a good reputation in local market? 

12. Does your company have the sense to stimulate innovate and learning? 

13. Do you think your company has a kind of culture which could stimulate workers’ 

potential? 

14. Do you think your company need use more advance technology to managing and 

marketing? 

15. Do you think your company’s leader has the capability to identify new business 

opportunity? 

1.2 Interview questions for consultants of SE 

1. What can you offer to SE? And how can you manage to achieve it? 

2. What is the advantage when SE receives the help from your company?  

3. Except consultant and advice, does your company offer financial help?  

4. As a third part sector, do you help company to solve HR problem? 

5. Do you have any obstacles which block the way of coordination between 

Consultant Company and SE? 

6. If you find some SE does not have competitive advantage to survive, what will 

you do? Let them shut down business to minimize cost or inspire them to 

innovative and seek for cooperation? 

7. Do you prefer SE out source or coordinate with other profit orientated company? 

8. What do you think is the key element to help company make expansion? 


